Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University  
Sector 16 C, Dwarka, New Delhi – 110078.

LITERARY CLUB

The Literary Club of our university under the umbrella of “Srijan: Indraprastha Society for Creative Expression”, Directorate of Students Welfare, is organizing a short symposium moderated by Dr. N. Raghuram (USBT) and Dr. Vandana Singh (USLLS), on the topic “Israel-Palestine Conflict: A Scholarly Perspective”. The unfortunate conflict on the Gaza Strip is currently the burning issue world over. It is our great privilege to invite you to attend the symposium. The symposium aims to create awareness among the masses and sensitize them about the issues and try to find out the reasons to mitigate such issues of the society.

The experts invited to address the cause are as follows:

1. Prof. AK Pasha (JNU),  
2. Dr. Harsh Dobhal (Sharda Univ),  
3. Prof. Radhika Menon (Delhi University)

Let us come together and make the event a grand success.

Your gracious presence is cordially solicited.

Venue: ‘C’ Block Auditorium  
Date: 1st September 2014  
Time: 2-5 P.M

Dr. Vandana Singh  
(USLLS)

Dr. Rajiv Ranjan Dwivedi  
(USHSS)